Abstract. Sentiment classification is the process of exploring sentiments, emotions, ideas and thoughts in the sentences which are expressed by the people. Sentiment classification allows us to judge the sentiments and feelings of the peoples by analyzing their reviews, social media comments etc. about all the aspects. Machine learning techniques and Lexicon based techniques are being mostly used in sentiment classification to predict sentiments from customers reviews and comments. Machine learning techniques includes several learning algorithms to judge the sentiments i.e Navie bayes, support vector machines etc whereas Lexicon Based techniques includes SentiWordnet, Wordnet etc. The main target of this survey is to give nearly full image of sentiment classification techniques. Survey paper provides the comprehensive overview of recent and past research on sentiment classification and provides excellent research queries and approaches for future aspects
Introduction
The fast growth of World Wide Web (WWW) is constantly increasing the online communication. A huge number of customers reviews or suggestions on everything are present on the web and these customers reviews and suggestions are increasing day by day. Micro blogging like twitter, Facebook etc. are powerful channels for peoples sentiments, thoughts, ideas and feelings. It is now estimated that, in just 60 seconds, over 400,000 Twitter posts are being shared, about 300,000 Facebook statuses updates, about 25,000 items purchased from Amazon, over 5million YouTube videos viewed and about 2.7 million Google searches are being made among many other things [1] . Users rating and reviews, which have been found on many ecommerce and market websites is a good source that helps peoples to build opinion about specific products. As a result of this phenomenon, increasing numbers of opinions and thoughts are being spread and published over the internet Before the rise of internet to answer the question of What do people think about any product or anything else, Surveys and polls are distributed in the form of paper in peoples. With the expeditious development of internet and the popularity of Micro-blogging sites like Facebook, Twitter etc enables an alternative option for getting opinions from large population [38] . Now a days Web become the necessity for people to share their ideas, experiences and opinions as well as seeking others experiences and opinions [47] . Millions of ideas and experiences are shared every day. It is impossible for peoples to read all ideas and experiences. About 2.7 million Google searches was made. A query Artificial Intelligence returns 98,400,000 results. This whole scenario demands fast, effective and accurate technique to track sentiments, opinions and ideas that are flowing on internet. Sentiment classification is the key component of such techniques [4, 41, 11] .
Sentiments represent the viewpoint of customer such as like (positive), dislike (negative) and may be neutral viewpoint [7] . Sentiment classification also called opinion mining is the process to automatically determine the sentiment category to which the textual content belongs [46] . We can categorize the reviews, comments and document mainly in two types. These are numeric sentiment and categorical sentiment. Common example of a numeric sentiment is rating system in ecommerce sites. Using this rating system company judge the response of peoples. Categorical sentiment is a method to classify the comments or reviews in different categories. These categories are binary (positive and negative), ternary (positive, negative and neutral) and multiple categories (Anger, happy, sad etc.) [40] . Opinions are become the necessary parts in all human activities. There are two types of reviewing sites, generic reviewing sites and specified reviewing sites. Generic reviewing sites include sites like amazon.com, epinions.com, rottentomatoes.com etc and Specified reviewing sites includes tripadvisor.com, yelp.com. Both of these reviewing sites have a significant effect in our decision meaning process. These decisions includes buying a camera, smart phone etc, making investments on any product etc, choosing schools, decision about any movie etc etc. Before the Internet, Other sources such as friends, relatives etc affect the human decision process. Positive review is showing in Figure 1 and negative review is showing in Figure  2 . The meaning of word sentiment itself is still very wide. Opinion mining mostly focuses on opinions which communicate or involve positive or negative sentiments from reviews, comments etc. These user reviews are very useful to organizations for making intelligent decisions about product purchasing and also helpful for merchants in knowing their products progress in the market [29] . Nowadays everyone shares their views and experiences online. For example, if somebody wants to buy a mobile phone, such as the Samsung mobile, and he or she dont know about this mobile phone. He or she can use the internet, open mobile phone web site and read customer reviews about the product and then he or she can make a decision in the light of provided user reviews. This manual process is named as text mining, opinion mining or sentiment analysis. History calculation sentiment of document is the task of marketing team of any company. Humans have no trouble in reading the movie review, product review and any political comment and categorized it in positive, negative or neutral class. We humans use a technique of reading and understand the underlying meaning of a sentence but when there are a millions of reviews then its a time consuming task to read all reviews and categorized it in positive, negative or neutral class.
In the wake of digital age, thousands of movies are directed per year and peoples share millions of reviews and comments about these movies on the internet. Usually a movie reviews peoples share their comments about the movie. As it is the time consuming task so it is very hard for humans to judge the tone of these reviews and classify it in positive or negative category. There is a strong demand for automatically analyzing and summarizing the opinions expressed in natural language text. We can automatically analyze and classify the reviews using machine learning techniques. Sentiment classification can be helpful for customers who need to research the sentiment of product before purchase or companies that need to watch the general public sentiment of their brands.
Sentiment classification or opinion mining has been studied at three different levels of classification [28] these include sentiment classification at document level, sentence level and at aspect level. Classification of whole document in a positive or negative is called document level classification. Sentence-level sentiment classification techniques read document sentence by sentence and decide whether each sentence gives a positive, negative or neutral opinion for a service, product etc. Aspect level or entity level sentiment classification is the most modern technique which classifies the reviews or comments on the basis of aspects or entities 
Lexicon based methods
Lexicon based methods adopt a lexicon to perform aspect based sentiment analysis. These methods can work by counting, analyzing and weighting opinion words. These methods are further divided in two broad classes. They are dictionary-based methods and corpus-based methods
Dictionary based methods
Dictionary-based methods used the lexicon database to judge the tone of text. Popular lexicon databases are WordNet, Sentiwordnet etc. WordNet groups the words into synsets (synonym sets) and the semantic relation between synsets [32] . WordNet is used on adjectives in order to find their semantic orientation [20] . Process first count the number of synonym links for adjectives such as bad,good etc. Another paper used the WordNet to create semantic lexicon. They used the antonym relation of adjective and WordNet synonym [10] . This idea is used for constructing another lexicon named as SentiWordNet. SentiWordNet provides the three types of sentiment scores of each words. These types are positive score, negative score and objective score. Another paper uses the three different lexical relations in WordNet [2] . These lexical relations consists on antonymy, hyponymy and synonymy). It takes the adjective from epinions.com reviews and mapped to the star rating. Paper proposed method uses the breadth first search adjective on WordNet synonymy graph with unknown sentiment and then distance-weighted nearest neighbor algorithm is to calculate the weights of two average rating of two nearest neighbor as related adjective. Different bootstrapping method using WordNet is proposed in [43] . Algorithms take the known sentiment orientations as input and generate the set of synonyms (Synsets) as output. The new generated syssets are then used to calculate the polarities of words. Constrained symmetric nonnegative matrix factorization (CSNMF) technique with sentiment lexicon generation is used in [14] . Proposed method words on two steps. In first step dictionary is used to find the candidate sentiment and in second step corpus is used to assign the polarity score to each word.
Corpus based methods
One of the earliest ideas that use the Corpus-based method was presented by Hazivassiloglou and McKeown [13] . Proposed idea used the seed adjective and corpus to find other sentiment adjectives in corpus. This technique also used some linguistic rules. One of the rule is about conjunction AND. According to this rule where ever conjoined adjective comes, they have same orientation. For example if there is a sentence Today I am happy and delighted Here if happy is a positive then definitely delighted is also a positive. Basic idea behind conjunction AND rule is peoples always express same sentiments on both side of AND. Other rules are OR, BUT, NEITHERNOR etc.
Above approach was extended by introducing call coherency [21] . Call coherency includes intra-sentential consistency and inter-sentential consistency. Intra-sentential consistency exists within sentence and inter-sentential consistencies exist between neighboring sentences. This technique is used to find the domain dependent sentiment words. Later this technique was also used in [19] . There are many words in same domain have different orientations in different way of writing [9] . Same word is uses as positive in one context and in second context it will be used as negative. For example in mobile domain lets takes two reviews. First review is Mobile have long battery life and second review It takes long time to open contacts. In first review long is used in positive sense and in second review long is used in negative sense. Author presents the solution to solve this problem. First find the aspects and sentiment words or opinion words from text then use both aspects and sentiment word in pair like (aspect, sentiment word). For example (contacts,long). To predict which pair is positive and which is negative, the call con coherency will also used.
In 2011, authors argue the technique to study the lengthening of words (e.g thankssssssssss) in social media sites [5] . Usually in comments and tweets are many lenghty words present. According to authors these lengthy words shows the high sentiments in comments and proposed a automatic the technique for finding the sentiments. Connotation lexicon is very much changed from simple sentiment lexicon [12] . Using Connotation lexicon paper achieved the better results as compare to other lexicons
Machine learning
Machine learning is further divided in Supervised Learning and Unsupervised Learning. In supervised learning, output dataset is necessary, we train algorithm on output dataset and get the desired outputs whereas in unsupervised learning we dont have any output datasets, instead the data is clustered into different classes [45] .
Supervised learning
Pang et al. applied Support Vector Machine, Navie Bayes and Maximum entropy with different feature extracting techniques on movie reviews [34] . Experimental results shows the SVM have best performance with unigram text representation. It has been noted that without POS tagging information accuracy of naive bases and maximum entropy increases but it decreases the performance of SVM. Liu et al. argued the sentiment classification system that uses Nave Bayes Classifier and Map Reduce framework [26] . Paper uses machine leaning algorithm Nave Bayes Classifier to classify the sentiments in two classes positive and negative. Paper also uses Map Reduce framework with Naive Bayes Classifier to get better results. Map Reduce framework usually use to analyze extremely large datasets such as tweets collections, movie reviews etc. Experimental results show the accuracy of Naive Bayes classifier on large data sets is 82%.
Dhande and Patnaik uses neural network with Naive Bayes classifier because in many complex real world situations Naive Bayes cannot work well [8] . An experimental result shows that, when we are using Naive Bayes Classifier then Accuracy will be 62. 35 . So for getting better results Paper uses the Neural Network with Naive Bayes Classifier. Results show that accuracy of sentimental analysis increased up to 80.65 by combining Neural Network with Naive Bayes Classifier. Shaziya et al. takes the dataset of movie reviews and apply two well knows classifier on this dataset. These classifiers are Naive Bayes classifier (NB) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [37] . The dataset is preprocessed and various filters have been applied to reduce the feature set. Papers use the Feature selection method for getting most valuable words and use Information Gain, and Gain Ratio methods for getting distinctive word. Using these methods we get the most value data from dataset. An experimental result shows that Navies Bayes results are better than SVM results. Accuracy of Naive Bayes classifier is 86.1% for positive reviews and 84.1% for negative reviews and accuracy for SVM classifier is 84.7% for positive reviews and 84.4% for negative reviews.Support Vector Machine (SVM) is more efficient classifier than Naive Bayes in many cases.
Manek et al. adopted SVM classifier with Gini Index feature selection method for sentiment classification for large movie review data set [28] . Experimental results show that Gini Index feature selection method is better in terms of accuracy and performance. Paper achieves the accuracy 78% using SVM classifier on large dataset of movie reviews. Paper [15] implement the three sentiment analysis algorithms for identifying the sentiments (positive or negative) from reviews. Experiential results are then compared with the numerical ratings of hotels. Dataset of One million reviews with numerical rating is collected from Tripadvisor. Results shows that predicted rating from sentiment analysis algorithms are very close to actual ratings of the hostel. Sentiment classification using Bayesian Classifier was implemented in [36] . Experimental results show that bayesian classifier works well on large dataset as well as small dataset.
Unsupervised learning
Unsupervised learning is the second type of Machine Learning. They proposed a technique to find the potential sentiment phrase by explicit aspects in its surrounding. Surrounding of any aspect is measured using syntactic dependencies. All potential sentiment phrases are examined and the phrase which shows positive or negative sentiments is retained. Semantic orientation and polarity is calculated by unsupervised technique. Unsupervised technique that is used are named as relaxation labeling. In paper [30] , the probabilistic latent semantic indexing (pLSI) [17] was used to develop Topic-Sentiment Mixture (TSM) model which reveal latent topics including sentiment classes as additional topics. The dynamic nature of social media data whereby sentiments and topics constantly change means that sentiment/topic models also need to be updated over time. This is addressed by the dynamic JST [24] which captures both topic and sentiment dynamics by assuming that the current sentiment-topic specific word distributions are generated according to the word distributions.
Consequently the Dependency Sentiment-LDA model, which relaxes the sentiment independent assumption, was introduced by Li et al [23] . In this model the sentiments of the words in a document are viewed to form a Markov chain, where the sentiment of a word is dependent on the previous one. Although topic modeling approaches to sentiment classification do not require labeled data, they still rely on sentiment lexicons as the source of prior sentiment knowledge. Like with purely lexicon-based methods, their performance was shown to be dependent on both the coverage and quality of the lexicons used by Lin and He [25] . However, the lexicon-based methods offer greater flexibility to incorporate linguistically derived contextual knowledge making for a more transparent and accessible approach to sentiment classification.
Hybird methods
Sentiment classification was also observed to improve when multiple classifiers, formed from machine learning and lexicon-based methods, are used to classify a document [35] . The hybrid method also helps overcome certain limitations of the combined methods. For instance, in a system called P Senti lexicon knowledge was used to filter out non sentiment-bearing words from the feature set subsequently used for machine learning [22] .
Evaluation of P Senti shows the hybrid approach achieved better performance compared to pure lexicon-based and better cross-domain portability compared to pure machine learning. In another work, a small amount of train-ing data for machine learning was compensated with lexicon knowledge [31] . In some other work, machine learning was applied to optimize sentiment scores prior to lexicon based sentiment classification [42] . This approach has the tendency to produce domain adapted lexicons which in turn improve sentiment classification. It is noteworthy, however, that although the hybrid approach can help overcome certain limitations of either of the combined methods (lexiconbased or machine learning) alone, it can also combine challenges from both methods. For instance, it often requires both labeled data, which can be difficult to obtain, as well as a sentiment lexicon.
Dependency relationship (DR) techniques
DR can be used to generalize the changing relationship of opinion words and aspects. Paper [3] enlisted the DR to get paired aspect-opinion by using movie reviews. By using dependency relationship parser, the parsed words in a sentence are joined by definite dependency relationship. By using dependency sequence, encouraging results in various research fields by employing distinct approaches to point product features and their kindred point of view from various language reviews. Different feature selection techniques have been used besides with machine learning approaches like bigrams and unigrams [34] . Paper [16] deployed syntactic relations between words in different sentnces for the organization of document sentiments. Agarwal et al. (2015) used ConceptNet ontologybased dependency relations to extract features from text. They also used a method called mRMR which is basically a feature selection scheme to remove redundant information. Paper [39] proposed a technique that retrieves product aspects and opinions by taking signifies and linguistics information based on dependency relationship.
Applications
Sentiment classification is a large field that contains the vast range of applications being discussed in past research. In last decade, a lot of research has been done to examine the influence of media on the business world. The Internet has turned into a vast source of all kind of knowledge for everybody. Using internet there is an opportunity to discover the perspectives of people in general about organization methodologies, political developments, business world etc. In short, numerous applications of sentiment classification have emerged in domains of daily life like sentiment classification for the business world, political reviews, movie reviews etc. Some of these applications are OpinionMiner [27] , Opinion observer [18] and OpinionFinder [44] .
There are hundreds of companies that develop sentiment classification tools for their themselves and for their clients. These companies include Oracle, Azamon, Google, Hawlett-Packart, SAS and Facebook. Some small companies also build sentiment classification tool for theor clients. They are Lexalytics, Semantria, Synapsify, ThriveMetrics, Etuma and MeshLabs. Facebook's Gross National Happiness application developed by facebook to predict the happiness of peoples on facebook, by countries. This application works by checking positive and negative words from peoples statuses [33] . For political parties tracking sentiments of peoples are very important. A site named as Sentex.com tracks sentiments of political parties and political topics and provides sentiment classification in ternary category (positive, negative and neutral) [6] .
Challenges
There are several challenges in judging sentiments form reviews, comments etc. Usually in reviews there is inconsistent and erratic data. People have various ways of expressing sentiments; sometime they use shorthand and lots of abbreviations. Usually they cannot use proper grammar in reviews. We judge positive or negative opinions from reviews using opinion words and phrases are usually used to express. These phrases and opinion words may be used in positive and negative situations. For example good is for positive and not good is for negative. Judgment of positive and negative sentiments from review depends on context of what is around it. There are very less words that will always attach a positive or negative sentiment to an expression. Comments and reviews also contain irony and hidden emotions. The task of judging sentiments is also a challenging task, due subjective sentences and also ambiguity naturally found in opinionated text. Ambiguity words are the same meaning words which come in more than one time in same sentence. Ambiguity becomes a serious problem when it come with irony and convey words. Take for example the sentence A great mobile, yeah right!this may look like a positive review, but it may be taken as a negative review. One of the major issue in Lexicon based approaches is need of lexicons for other languages. Lexicons are only available for some popular languages like English, Arabic, Chinese etc but for unpopular languages there is no lexicons available. Also lexicons of Arabic, Chinese languages are limited in term of words, they cannot cover all words of these languages
Conclusion
Sentiment classification comes forth as a challenging field with lots of fence as it involves natural language processing and hidden emotions. It has a wide variety of applications that could benefit from its results, such as movie reviews, product reviews, news analytics, and marketing, question answering, knowledge bases and so on. There are various areas in sentiment classification field where lots of improvement is needed with existing techniques. This survey gives a brief insight about sentiment classification, types of sentiment classification and comparison of existing techniques. The interest of peoples in languages other than English in this sentiment classification is growing day by day as there is still a lack of resources and researches concerning these languages. Building resources, used in sentiment classification tasks, is still needed for many natural languages. Survey also highlights some major challenges about judging sentiments and future work is to overcome these challenges to get better results
